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The PASTAQ DDA pipeline624

Peak detection and isotope quantification625

The first step in the Data-Dependent Acquisition (DDA) quantification pipeline in-626

volves detection of the 3D isotopic peaks present in the MS1 spectra having retention627

time and mass-to-charge ratio (m/z ) as separation dimensions and ion intensity as the628

quantitative readout dimension. The ion intensity of unfragmented MS1 spectra can be629

visualized as a 2D grid with the retention time in one axis and m/z in the other. One630

complication, however, is that the intensity points measured by LC-MS/MS instru-631

ments are not located in a regular grid, i.e. the intervals between points in any given632

axis are not regularly spaced. The data are usually converted to a regular grid via633

binning [41], but this can cause distortion of the data depending on the selected binning634

size. For example, if the binning interval is too large, multiple intensity points that are635

close to the boundary might be conflated into a single bin, changing the shape of the636

resulting 3D peak. Similarly, if the binning interval is too small, there will be many637

zero values artificially introduced between intensity points, which will hinder the peak638

detection. Additionally, peak detection algorithms benefit from a slight smoothing to639

attenuate the effect of high frequency electronic and ionization noise and, depending640

on the binning procedure used, this can create artificial peaks in the 2D grid. One final641

caveat to binning is the fact that in LC-MS/MS data, the observed peak widths in the642

retention time dimension are similar across the entire range when using a linear elution643

gradient, according to the linear solvent strength theory for reverse phase [29], whereas644

in the m/z dimension this is not the case. This behaviour makes it difficult to set the645

binning parameters accurately for the entire dataset.646

The peak widths in the m/z dimension are dependent upon the type of mass spec-647

trometer used (Orbitrap, TOF, FTICR, etc.), the resolution setting, and the m/z locations648

of the peaks. Moreover, the theoretical widths of peaks in m/z can be calculated based649

on known formulas derived from the physics of the ion separation and detection pro-650

cess. More generally, Eq. (1) can be used to calculate the aforementioned theoretical651

full width at half maximum (fwhmmz) at the mass-to-charge mz. If Rref is the resolution652

of the instrument at the reference m/z (mzref ) and E is a coefficient that depends on653

the selected mass spectrometer (Quadrupole/ion trap: E = 0, TOF/QTOF: E = 1,654

Orbitrap: E = 1.5, FTICR: E = 2), the peak widths at a given m/z can be calculated655

following the derivation by Suits et al. in the introduction of the Threshold Avoiding656
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Proteomics Pipeline [11].657

fwhmref =
mzref

Rref

fwhmmz = fwhmref

(
mz

mzref

)E (1)

In PASTAQ, the MS1 isotope detection starts by simultaneously resampling and658

smoothing the raw data while ensuring that the number of sampling points for each659

peak is roughly the same across the entire range. In the grid, the spacing between660

retention time intervals is kept constant while the m/z intervals are scaled following661

the proportionality formula described in Eq. (1). The use of nonlinear m/z intervals662

produces a much smaller grid than what would be required if the interval between663

the grid points were constant for the entire m/z range, thereby reducing the use of664

memory and allowing the use of this resampling technique to process larger datasets.665

The smoothing procedure starts by first “splatting” the raw data into the grid using a666

2D Gaussian kernel that considers the nonlinear nature of the peak width as a function667

of the m/z range. Then, a second Gaussian smoothing round is performed on the grid668

using a two-pass separable Gaussian kernel to remove potential artifacts from the669

splatting function. This grid is then searched for local intensity maxima by comparing670

each point therein with its neighbours. This creates a list of candidate local maxima to671

be evaluated for peak quantification.672

Once the list of local maxima has been obtained, it is sorted in order of descending673

height. The quantification process starts with the highest peak by first calculating a674

theoretical Region Of Interest (ROI) consisting of the range defined by ±2σ for the675

retention time and m/z dimensions. This considers the nonlinear nature of the m/z range676

as previously described in Eq. (1). After the ROI has been calculated, the original raw677

data are searched for spectral points within the ROI and then used to calculate a number678

of statistics, such as the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis for both679

dimensions. Similarly, the maximum and total intensity, number of points and number680

of scans with non-zero values within the ROI are also determined. Furthermore, the681

raw data are used to fit a 2D weighted Gaussian model with a novel procedure that682

exploits the independence of retention time and m/z dimensions to create a least squares683

matrix that can be solved with singular matrix decomposition (SVD), QR factorization684

or via normal equations. This novel fitting method is described in more detail in685
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the following section, and is orders of magnitude faster than performing nonlinear686

iterative curve fitting, whilst maintaining a similar quantification accuracy. The fitting687

procedure returns the fitted peak width for both m/z (σmz) and retention time (σrt) and688

height (H) of the 2D Gaussian peak, which can be used to calculate the approximated689

peak volume with the analytical formula:690

∫∫
H · exp

(
−1

2
mz2

σ2
mz

− 1
2

rt2

σ2
rt

)
dmz drt ≈ 2πHσmzσrt (2)

Finally, a number of quality checks are performed to ensure that the peak is well691

behaved, such as verifying that the peak widths are not more than 3 times greater or692

smaller than the theoretical ones as expected from the instrument resolution for m/z693

and from the observed average chromatographic peak width. In addition, the fitted694

height cannot be greater than double the maximum peak height in the raw data and695

the fitted m/z and retention time cannot be more than ±3 standard deviations away696

from the detected local maxima. Using the default parameters, these quality checks697

are generous enough that some peaks may still be produced from noise, but these will698

be filtered out by later stages of the pipeline. At no point during the quantification699

process does PASTAQ use a rigid signal-to-noise ratio or intensity cutoff threshold, as700

this may discard small but important peaks that play a role in classifying samples.701

2D Gaussian fitting using least-squares and SVD702

Modeling 1D Gaussian peaks with a log transformation allows the use of a linear703

equation that can be solved by least squares, and is a common operation described in704

detail by Caruana et al. [42], with further improvements to deal with noise proposed705

by Guo et al. [43]. The method described here is an extension of these ideas to a 2D706

Gaussian model of independent components. This extension considers the particular707

properties of LC-MS/MS peaks, most notably, the avoidance of excessive drift from708

the fitting position and complications caused by shoulder peaks. The benefits of this709

extension rely on the fact that the retention time and m/z dimensions of isotopic peaks710

are independent and thus they can be separated as follows711

G(mz, rt) = H · exp
(
−1

2
(

mz − µmz

σmz
)2
)
· exp

(
−1

2
(

rt − µrt

σrt
)2
)

(3)

where H is the height at the apex of the peak, mz and rt are the coordinate points in712

m/z and retention time from the raw data points, µmz and µrt the respective coordinate713

points of the 2D peak center, and σmz and σrt the standard deviation characterizing the714
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peak width in both dimensions. By applying a natural log transformation to Eq. (3),715

the following linear equation is obtained716

ln(G) = ln(H)− 1
2

(
mz − µmz

σmz

)2
− 1

2

(
rt − µrt

σrt

)2

= β0 + β1 · mz + β2 · mz2 + β3 · rt + β4 · rt2
(4)

where : β0 = ln(H)− 1
2

µmzµ2
mz

σ2
mz

− 1
2

µ2
rt

σ2
rt

β1 =
µmzµmz

σ2
mz

β2 = − 1
2σ2

mz

β3 =
µrt

σ2
rt

β4 = − 1
2σ2

rt

In order to fit LC-MS data to this model, it is necessary to obtain an error function717

to minimize the sum of squared errors. For the measured ion intensity Ẑ at the mz and718

rt coordinates, the error function δ could be defined as719

δ(mz, rt) = ln(Ẑ)− (β0 + β1 · mz + β2 · mz2 + β3 · rt + β4 · rt2) (5)

but this may lead to suboptimal fitting in the presence of noise [43]. Instead, a different720

error function, ε, is used. This function includes a weight parameter w modeled after721

the calculated m/z with Eq. (1) and observed average retention time width (σ̂mz and σ̂rt722

respectively):723

w(mz, rt) = exp
(
−1

2
(

mz2

σ̂2
mz

+
rt2

σ̂2
rt
)

)
ε(mz, rt) = wδ

(6)

Since the fitting procedure starts with a good estimate for the local maxima of the724

peak (i.e. the m/z and retention time position), the weighting w helps mitigate the725

effect of higher intensity shoulder peaks in the vicinity of the ROI under study. The726

problem can be transformed into an algebraic least squares problem by performing the727

derivation of the sum of squared errors for each βi component728
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d(∑ ε2)

dβi
= 0 (7)

resulting in a A · b = c problem that can be solved via singular value decomposition729

(SVD) or QR factorization730


∑ w2 ∑ w2·mz ∑ w2·mz2 ∑ w2·rt ∑ w2·rt2

∑ w2·mz ∑ w2·mz2 ∑ w2·mz3 ∑ w2·mz·rt ∑ w2·mz·rt2

∑ w2·mz2 ∑ w2·mz3 ∑ w2·mz4 ∑ w2·mz2·rt ∑ w2·mz2·rt2

∑ w2·rt ∑ w2·mz·rt ∑ w2·mz2·rt ∑ w2·rt2 ∑ w2·rt3

∑ w2·rt2 ∑ w2·mz·rt2 ∑ w2·mz2·rt2 ∑ w2·rt3 ∑ w2·rt4




β0
β1
β2
β3
β4

 =


∑ w2·ln(Ẑ)
∑ w2·ln(Ẑ)·mz
∑ w2·ln(Ẑ)·mz2

∑ w2·ln(Ẑ)·rt
∑ w2·ln(Ẑ)·rt2

 (8)

If successful, the fitted parameters H, µmz, µrt, σmz and σrt can be obtained using731

the equivalences described in Eq. (4):732

σmz =

√
− 1

2β2

σrt =

√
− 1

2β4

µmz = β1 · σ2
mz

µrt = β3 · σ2
rt

H = exp
(

β0 +
1
2

µ2
mz

σ2
mz

+
1
2

µ2
rt

σ2
rt

)
(9)

The chromatographic component of LC-MS peaks is not always Gaussian but tends733

to be right-skewed, and could be modeled by an exponentially modified Gaussian734

(EMG) [44]. However, we have tested the quantification performance under diverse735

conditions using three methods: 1) nonlinear iterative curve fitting for 2D Gaussian,736

2) nonlinear iterative curve fitting for a hybrid Gaussian (m/z ) and EMG (retention737

time) model, and 3) the method presented in this paper. Our method is much faster738

computationally than iterative approaches, while offering comparable precision and739

accuracy when the peak height is used as the figure of merit.740

Retention time alignment741

Aligning the retention time of multiple samples is critical for accurate matching of742

2D peaks across chromatograms. The method used in PASTAQ for retention time743
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alignment, Warp2D, has been described by Suits et al. [31]. For any given experiment,744

each chromatogram contains a list of all detected isotopic peaks therein. It is possible745

to model each peak as a 2D Gaussian with the fitted parameters H, µmz, µrt, σmz.746

To perform the retention time alignment, a reference sample must be selected and747

the rest of the samples in the dataset will be aligned to it. A reference or group of748

candidate references can be manually selected, or PASTAQ can perform an exhaustive749

search to try to find the optimal reference that minimizes the average dissimilarity750

across all samples. If no reference is given or more than one candidate reference is751

selected, PASTAQ performs the optimal search as follows: First, a similarity matrix is752

obtained, where each sample is compared against all others using the highest N peaks753

to obtain a similarity score S. The similarity score is calculated as the ratio between the754

sum of Gaussian peak overlap between two samples O(a,b) and the geometric mean of755

the sum of volume of the top N Gaussian peaks in the two chromatograms O(a,a) and756

O(b,b):757

S =
O(a,b)√

O(a,a) · O(b,b)

(10)

A more formal explanation of the cumulative Gaussian overlap can be found in Suits et758

al. [31]. After the similarity matrix has been determined, it is visualized as a heatmap759

to assess the effect of the alignment on the data, as shown in Fig. 2.760

Secondly, the exhaustive search is performed by a pairwise Warp2D alignment761

of each sample in the set against the rest, and the similarity score is calculated for762

each permutation. The reference sample that contains the higher average similarity763

score is then selected as the final reference to which the rest of the samples are aligned,764

obtaining a final “warped” similarity matrix visualized in a heatmap.765

The effects of the retention time alignment can be easily observed in Fig. 2 by766

comparing the similarity matrix before and after alignment. This image representation767

can also be used to identify critical issues with the alignment. For example, when768

the similarity matrix after alignment contains highly dissimilar samples or groups769

of samples with low similarity scores, it suggests problems have occurred during770

the sample collection, sample preparation, or LC-MS/MS measurement, and thus771

the dissimilar chromatograms cannot be confidently processed with the rest of the772

data [45].773

Since exhaustive warping is a computationally intensive task, some performance774

improvements were introduced to the original Warp2D algorithm in PASTAQ, namely775
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a precomputation step of all potential warping sets that transforms the algorithm into776

a massively parallel problem. This enables a more efficient use of CPU cores and is777

especially beneficial when the algorithm is used on supercomputers and other high778

performance computing environments with a large number of processing units.779

Linkage of peaks to MS/MS events and identifications780

PASTAQ does not rely on MS2 information, therefore there is no inherent relationship781

between quantified isotopic peaks and MS/MS events or identifications such as peptide-782

spectrum matches in the case of proteomics experiments. In practice, MS/MS events783

can be associated with isotopic peaks by using the m/z and retention time information784

of the MS2 precursor spectra and finding the closest isotope peak apex. However,785

MS/MS events are often generated far from the chromatographic peak maximum. To786

account for this, a ROI is selected based on the number of σ̂mz and σ̂rt away from the787

fitted peak apex (µ̂mz, µ̂rt). In case multiple peaks are within the search space, the788

closest is chosen.789

For proteomics experiments, identification information can be generated using a790

wide variety of search engines, and tools used for False Discovery Rate (FDR) control791

such as Percolator, PeptideShaker or PeptideProphet [13–16]. PASTAQ can read identi-792

fication files in mzIdentML version 1.1+ [12]. The only limitation of this format is that793

the mzIdentML file must contain the optional retention time information or scan start794

time (With controlled Vocabulary accessions “MS:1000894” and “MS:1000016” respec-795

tively) within the SpectrumIdentificationResult tag. Furthermore, PASTAQ provides796

two different ways of performing identification linkage: (1) Linking the identification797

results with the associated MS/MS id, or (2) using the theoretical m/z location and798

the retention time of the MS/MS event to link the identification with the candidate799

monoisotopic peak. Both methods will offer similar accuracy as long as the peptides800

are properly identified.801

Feature detection802

When a compound is measured by a mass spectrometer, multiple isotopic peaks803

are generated, forming an isotopic envelope comprising a group of isotopic peaks804

associated with the same compound in a given charge state. The peaks belonging to805

this envelope are often grouped together and are referred to as “features”. The process806

of identifying these isotopic envelopes is called feature detection, and can help reduce807

the complexity of the data and facilitate further operations, such as statistical analysis808
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and data visualization. Note that what we refer to as feature detection procedures go809

by multiple names in the literature, including isotopic clustering and deisotoping. Our810

feature detection procedure for a given sample uses the peak list generated during811

the peak detection and quantification stages, and a user given list of N charge states812

provided as a parameter.813

As a first step, the algorithm generates N directed acyclic graphs, one for each814

given charge state, for all potential associations of peaks based on the m/z difference of815

13C − 12C isotopes (1.0033 Da), since the carbon atom is the biggest contributor of the816

appearance of isotopic patterns:817

mzn+1 = mzn +
1.0033

c
(11)

where mzn+1 is the m/z of the next peak in the sequence and c is the charge state. The818

generation of these graphs is needed to account for conflicting shoulder peaks or peaks819

that are too close together to clearly distinguish them based exclusively on their m/z820

difference. The generation of the ROI for searching candidate peaks uses the fitted821

peak parameters to find overlapping peaks within ±1 standard deviation in either m/z822

(σmz) or retention time (σrt) dimensions.823

The peak list is then sorted by descending peak height and isotopic cluster detection824

starts with the highest peak. For each peak not yet associated with an isotope cluster,825

a list of candidate “paths” is generated by performing an exhaustive search of all826

combinations to which the peak belongs throughout all N search graphs. For each827

candidate path, PASTAQ tries to find the best patterns by comparing the path’s peak828

intensities with the theoretical isotopic pattern from the averagine model [30]. This829

comparison is done by calculating a cosine similarity score for each potential position830

of the theoretical averagine model with respect to each isotopic peak position of the831

candidate path. To ensure the peaks on the path are only compared to the respective832

ones in the averagine pattern, the comparison only considers the isotopic peaks that833

have a relative intensity smaller than 4 or greater than 1/4.834

Furthermore, the isotopic pattern is only considered valid if it contains at least 2835

isotopic peaks. The best scoring path throughout all possibilities is selected and the836

peaks therein are marked as unavailable for further candidate features. As the final837

step, some properties are calculated for the detected feature isotopic peaks, such as the838

average retention time and standard deviation, weighted average of m/z , total height839

and volume of all isotopic peaks, and the monoisotopic m/z , retention time, height840

and volume. This process is repeated until all peaks have been explored for feature841
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detection.842

Matching isotopic peaks and features across samples843

When working with multiple samples, it is often desirable to group occurrences of844

the same isotopic peaks or features together in order to compare them. Similarly, if845

the groups belong to different experimental groups (e.g. control versus disease in a846

biomarker discovery experiment), these differences must be taken into account, since847

a biomarker present in one group will not necessarily show up in another. Because848

of the reliability of the retention time alignment used in PASTAQ, it is possible to849

group peaks/features through multiple samples based on their retention time and m/z850

positions, without relying on identification information.851

Through the matching algorithm, spurious matches might occur due to the presence852

of noise. To separate valid matches from erroneous ones, PASTAQ employs a minimum853

occupancy criterion, in which a matched peak/feature cluster is considered valid only854

if a user defined percentage of samples within any given experimental group contains855

non-zero values. For example, if there are 10 samples in the control group and 10 in856

the disease group, with a minimum of 70% occupancy, in order for a cluster to be valid,857

non-zero values must be present in 7 samples from the control group and/or 7 from the858

disease group. This is an effective way of filtering noise without relying on arbitrary859

signal-to-noise ratio or intensity thresholds.860

The process is slightly different for isotopic peak matching compared to feature861

matching (since only features with the same charge state should be linked together) but862

the two approaches are conceptually similar. The algorithm takes a list of peak/feature863

lists and their associated experimental group, sorts them together in decreasing inten-864

sity order, and starts the exploration of peaks/features of other files that are within the865

tolerance range of ±M standard deviations in both retention time (σrt) and m/z (σmz)866

dimensions as determined by the Gaussian fitting procedure at the peak detection step,867

where M is a user defined parameter. At this stage, an optional intensity threshold can868

be used to discriminate signal from noise in regions that contains mostly noise, but869

it is set to an almost zero value by default. The closest matching peaks/features are870

clustered together if the aforementioned minimum occupancy criterion is met, and are871

then excluded from further search. The process continues until all peaks/features have872

been analyzed.873

While this implementation is based on the original MetaMatch algorithm used874

in TAPP [11], it exchanges the iterative approach for a greedy search and the user is875
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not required to set a separate ROI region manually, which might be difficult to set876

optimally for the entire dataset. This makes the algorithm orders of magnitude faster877

and much easier to parametrize at no discernible cost in matching performance.878

Peptide and protein group quantification879

When peptide identifications are available, peptides can be obtained by aggregating880

peptide sequences with different charge states. In bottom up proteomics experiments,881

proteomics quantification involves a protein inference step aggregating identified882

peptides mapping to single or multiple proteins [32]. This problem cannot be trivially883

solved, and PASTAQ uses Occam’s razor constraint [32] with shared peptide groups.884

To achieve this, PASTAQ creates an undirected graph that maps proteins with their885

associated peptides. Optionally, proteins that don’t have a minimum number of886

peptides or subset proteins (proteins whose peptides are entirely contained within887

another protein group associated with a larger number of peptides) are removed.888

Proteins that contain peptides that can be unambiguously differentiated from the889

rest of other proteins based on the set of identified peptides are initially assigned890

into individual protein groups. Furthermore, proteins which cannot be uniquely891

distinguished based on the aforementioned identified peptides are assigned their892

own protein groups via an exhaustive search algorithm that accounts for all potential893

combinations of peptide-proteins. Peptides may be marked as “razor” peptides and894

assigned to the protein group that is associated with the largest total number of895

peptides. Depending on the selected protein quantification method, the mapped896

peptide intensities will be aggregated by (1) using exclusively unique peptides, (2)897

unique and “razor” peptides, and (3) unique and shared peptides. Note that methods898

1 and 2 will quantify each peptide just once, whereas in method 3 a peptide may be899

added to multiple protein groups.900

Quantitative table generation901

The default Data-Dependent Acquisition (DDA) pre-processing pipeline in PASTAQ902

generates a number of intermediate binary files to quickly serialize and deserialize903

different data structures. The final step in the pipeline is to output a number of904

quantitative tables in a format, such as CSV, compatible with commonly used statistical905

packages (Excel, R, Python, Matlab, SPSS, etc.). The isotopic peaks and features for906

each sample, as well as the matched peaks and features throughout the dataset, are907

used to generate quantitative CSV tables along with their respective metadata tables908
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that can be used to perform different aggregations of the data to extract additional909

information. The user is given options to select which of the measured intensities are910

reported. We have found that the height of isotopic peaks and the maximum height of911

features offer the best quantification performance for the datasets shown here, and are912

thus set as the default quantification method.913

When identifications are provided in proteomics experiments, additional options914

can be used to generate a consensus identification. A consensus identification enforces915

that the identified peptides are present in a minimum number of samples. The con-916

sensus is calculated by counting the number of peptide spectrum matches (PSMs)917

associated with matched isotopic peaks or features for the entire dataset and selecting918

the most common occurrence, given that it meets the minimum number criteria given919

as a user-defined parameter (by default a minimum of two samples is necessary). In920

the final quantitative tables, the list of all PSMs as well as the selected consensus are re-921

ported. Since multiple PSMs can be associated with the same MS/MS event, and since922

PASTAQ does not rely on identification information for clustering, using the consensus923

can help to considerably reduce the false identifications of isotopic peak/features. This924

results in more reliable peptide annotation and protein group quantification, at the925

expense of reducing the total number of quantified peaks/features.926

Quality control plots927

Quality control plots are generated to assess the quality of the data and pre-processing928

steps. The similarity matrices seen in Fig. 2(a,b) are an example of some of such QC929

plots. Additionally, other automatically generated QC plots are shown in Fig. S6,930

including distribution plots of peak widths in m/z and retention time, amount of shift931

across the retention time range, extracted ion and base peak chromatograms before932

and after alignment and a scatterplot showing the change in peak widths throughout933

the m/z range. The style, format and colors of these QC plots can be customized, and934

when a large number of samples make interpretation difficult, the option to generate935

these plots for each file independently is provided.936
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Supplementary Figures937

Figure S1: 2D density distribution of CVs versus intensity for the sample group A from the HYE dataset.
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Figure S2: Scatterplots of matched features in the HYE dataset showing log10 ratios of sample groups
A and C versus log10 intensity of sample group C. The density plot on the right side shows the overall
distribution of the ratios. Expected values based on the known mixing ratios are represented as dashed
lines: (a) PeptideShaker identifications linked to quantified PASTAQ features using theoretical m/z . (b)
Quantified PASTAQ features from (a) without linked identifications passing a 1% FDR. (c) MaxQuant
identifications from the evidence.txt output file. (d) MaxQuant identifications from the peptides.txt output
file.
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Figure S3: Distribution of log10 intensity ratios per proteome.
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Figure S4: Example of linear fit for two different QconCAT features.
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Figure S5: Extracted ion chromatograms (XIC) after retention time alignment of the monoisotopic peak of
QconCAT features LAAAFAVSR_2 (rt = 2930 s, m/z = 456.26–456.28) and NVRPDYLK_2 (rt = 1808 s,
m/z = 508.79–508.81).
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Figure S6: Example of automatically generated QC plots for the HYE dataset. (a) Distribution of detected
isotopic peak widths in the m/z and retention time dimensions. (b) Extent of retention time shift (retention
time delta). (c,d) Extracted ion chromatogram (XIC) before (c) and after (d) alignment. (e,f) Base peak
chromatogram before (e) and after (f) alignment. (g) Scatterplot of peak widths across the m/z range.
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Figure S7: Detailed diagram of the main modules in PASTAQ’s default DDA pipeline. The dashed lines
represent input/output files. Most of the intermediate binary output files can be safely removed after the
pipeline has finished running, but PASTAQ provides functions to read these files for further exploration and
analysis.
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Pipeline Num. Protein Groups Median CV (%) Mean CV (%) Stdev CV (%)

PASTAQ 448 14.6453 18.1029 10.8133
MaxQuant 278 16.9106 25.2668 23.9102

MaxQuant (LFQ) 277 12.4435 19.8053 19.4572

Table S1: Number of quantified protein groups and distribution of CV for technical replicates in the
biological data. PASTAQ + MSFragger is compared with the original MaxQuant results from Geyer et
al. [18].
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